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Abstract—In this paper we present a static 
performance estimation technique of on-chip bus 
architectures. The proposed technique requires the 
static scheduling of function blocks of a task to 
analyze bus conflicts caused by simultaneous 
accesses from processing elements to which function 
blocks are mapped. To apply it to multitask 
applications, the concurrent execution of the 
function blocks of different tasks also should be 
considered. Since tasks are scheduled independently, 
considering all cases of concurrency in each 
processing element is impractical. Therefore we make 
an average estimate on the effects of other tasks with 
respect to   bus request rate and bus access time. The 
proposed technique was incorporated with our 
exploration framework for on-chip bus architectures. 
Its viability and efficiency are validated by a 
preliminary example.   
 
Index Terms—Performance estimation, multitask 
application, on-chip bus, design space exploration, 
queuing theory 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Insatiable demand of system performance makes it 
inevitable to integrate more and more processing elements 
in a single SoC (System-on-a-Chip) to meet the 
performance requirement. Using the paradigm of 
separation between function and architecture and between 
communication and computation  [1], communication 

architecture decision is made after selecting processing 
elements and mapping function blocks to them. 
Separation between computation and communication 
enables a system designer to explore communication 
architectures independently of processing element 
selection and mapping. Since the design space of 
communication architectures is extremely wide, it is 
critical to develop a very efficient exploration technique. 
While diverse interconnection networks are searched for, 
particularly n the realm of NoC (Network-on-Chip), we 
are concerned about bus-based communication 
architectures since it is still mode widely used due to its 
simplicity and popularity. However, even after a specific 
bus standard is chosen, the design space of bus 
architectures can still be huge. For example, we need to 
determine how many bus segments are used with what 
topology and which processing elements and memory 
banks are allocated to which bus segments. We also have 
to decide memory types and memory system 
configurations. If we include the selection of bus 
operation clock frequency and arbitration policy, the 
design space exploration explodes. Therefore, fast and 
accurate performance estimation is the key to practical 
design space exploration methodology. 

Furthermore, with the fast evolution of programmable 
hardware, such as microprocessor or DSP, and ever 
increasing complexity of its application, many parts of 
the applications tend to be implemented as software. 
Such systems let programmable hardware run multiple 
tasks, which brings up the need for new performance 
evaluation technique suitable to multitask applications. 
We propose the performance estimation technique being 
capable of considering multitask applications, which is 
the extension of our previous work  [9]. 

In our previous work, an iterative two-step 
exploration methodology was proposed for bus-based 
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on-chip communication architecture and memory 
allocation of single-task applications. The proposed 
method uses static performance estimation technique to 
reduce a large design space drastically and quickly, and 
applies trace-driven simulation technique to the reduced set 
of design candidates for accurate performance estimation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II reviews the related works. Section III provides 
the brief explanation on our exploration framework. 
Section IV discusses the proposed estimation technique 
with a preliminary example. We show some experimental 
results in Section V and conclude this paper in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

For the exploration of communication architectures, 
simulation-based estimation is widely adopted  [3] [4]. It 
gives accurate estimation results but pays too heavy 
computational cost to be used for exploring the large 
design space. To overcome this difficulty, a hybrid 
approach between a static estimation and a simulation 
approach has been developed by Lahiri, Rahhunathan, 
and Dey  [5]. Since the design space is extremely huge, 
most previous works focused on a small number of 
design axes. Gasteier, Munch, and Glensner proposed a 
bus topology synthesis technique at high level using port 
constraint of components and cost considering only 
static information  [6]. Meftali, Gharsalli, Fousseau, and 
Jerraya found a performance-optimal shared memory 
allocation considering area of communication channels 
and memory using linear integer programming (ILP)  [7]. 
Lahiri, Rahhunathan, and Dey proposed an exploration 
technique optimizing component mapping to a bus and 
bus protocols for a given bus topology  [8]. 

III. REVIEW ON EXPLORATION FLOW 

In this section, our framework for exploring on-chip 
communication architecture is briefly summarized. The 
inputs of the framework are memory traces and the 
execution schedule of function blocks in target 
application. The body of the iteration loop consists of 
three main steps as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The design space exploration flow. 

 
In the first step, the design subspace of architecture 

candidates is explored and is quickly reduced to build a 
reduced set of design points to be carefully examined. 
With a given set of architecture candidates, we visit all 
design points by varying bus operation conditions. Then 
static performance estimation is applied to select the 
design points of top 10% in terms of performance 
because the proposed static estimation method has less 
than 10 % error around an accurate simulation result  [2]. 
This technique is based on the queuing model of target 
bus architecture where processing elements are 
customers and a bus with associated memories is a 
single server. In order to evaluate the performance of the 
function block fb on a processing element, it requires 
bus request rate ar(fb), schedule length sl(fb) and 
average bus access time ba(fb) assuming ideal but 
unrealistic bus conditions, i.e. no waits for bus grant and 
the access time of one cycle for unit data transfer from 
memory. The bus request rate is a ratio of bus access 
counts bc(fb) over sl(fb). Using those parameters, 
average delay to obtain the bus grant of each processing 
element is evaluated as illustrated in Fig. 2 considering 
bus conflicts. For a task where the schedule of function 
blocks is pre-determined, the active duration of bus 
requests are disclosed statically as shown in Fig. 2(a). At 
the beginning of the schedule, T0, three function blocks 
A, B, and C can be executed concurrently on PE0, PE1, 
and PE2 respectively. To evaluate expected wait delay for 
bus access from each processing element, the queuing 
system is constructed as shown in Fig. 2(a). By considering 
wait for bus grant, bus access time, and internal execution 
time of each function blocks involved in the queuing 
system, the earliest completion time of 3 processing 
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Fig. 2. (a) The example schedule of PE0, PE1, and PE2 and 
corresponding queuing model and (b) the completion of the 
function block C at T1 and the new queuing model after T1. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The behavior specification of an illustrative 
example, (b) its single-bus implementation, (c) and (d) dual-
bus implementations. 

 
elements can be obtained. Note that the schedule length 
of function blocks is extended by bus grant and access 
latency that is dependent on the target communication 
architecture. If the function block C on PE2 is finished 
first at T1, we consider the function blocks that are 
concurrently executable after that time. Since two 
function blocks A and B are available as shown in Fig. 
2(b), their associated queuing model with PE0 and PE1 
is constructed. The shaded regions indicate the remains 
to be evaluated by the static estimation. Such evaluation 
process is repeated until the queuing model examines all 
of function blocks. 

The second step applies trace-driven simulation to the 
selected design points from the first step. It accurately 
evaluates the performance of the design points in the 
reduced space and determines the best design point. We 
exit the iteration if given constraints are met at the end 
of iteration. Otherwise, we go to the third step and 
repeat another round of iteration. 

The third step generates a next set of architecture 
candidates: from the architecture of the best design point, 
we explore the design space incrementally by move of a 
processing element to another existing bus or a new bus 
and allocation of their associated shared memory 
segments. For reader’s better understanding, an 
illustrative example is given in Fig. 3. Initially, system 
behavior is specified as a block diagram of four 
functions blocks, where arcs represent execution 
dependency. Fig. 3(b) represents the mapping of 
function blocks to processing elements and its single-
bus implementation. The memory connected to the bus 
contains seven logical memory segments: three local 
memory segments and four shared memory segments. 
The arcs between the function blocks of different 
processing elements are implemented as shared memory 
segments for communication between different 
processing elements. The exploration procedure 
explained above starts with this single-bus architecture 
that becomes the only element in the ‘set of architecture 
candidates’ initially. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show two 
architecture candidates by move of PE2 to new bus and 
different allocations of its associated shared memory 
segments SM_arc2 and SM_arc3 from the single bus 
architecture in Fig. 3(b). 

IV. ESTIMATION OF MULTITASK 

APPLICATIONS 

This section discusses the extension of our previous 
performance estimation technique to multitask 
applications. To clarify the problem, we assume the 
followings: 
• There are no dependency between tasks; 
• Any kind of preemptable task scheduling policy 

can be used; 
• The overheads due to scheduling itself are not 

considered. 
First of all, we consider a preliminary example, 4-

channel DVR (digital video recorder). The DVR receives 
the raw bit streams from external 4 sources and encodes 
each stream separately using an H.263 encoding 
algorithm. Each channel corresponds to a task so that 
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DVR has four tasks, from ch0 to ch3. Fig. 4(a) and (b) 
show the specification and the schedule of an H.263 
encoder respectively. Fig. 4 (c) represents the mapping 
of function blocks to processing elements in DVR. Each 
of two ARM processors runs one task respectively. Each 
task is mapped to an ARM processor except for ME and 
DCT blocks, which are mapped to the dedicated 
hardwares, HE_ME and HW_DCT, respectively. Memory 
traces are obtained by encoding a P-frame of QCIF-
format bit stream. 
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Fig. 4. (a) The specification and (b) the schedule of H.263 
encoder and (c) the mapping of function blocks to processing 
elements for 4-ch DVR. 
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Fig. 5. The function blocks of ch1, ch2, and ch3 on ARM0, 
ARM1, and HW_DCT, which can be executed simultaneously 
with ME0. 

 
In order to evaluate the performance of the task ch0, 

ME0 is selected first. In ch0, no function blocks are 
concurrently executable with ME0 due to the execution 
dependency. On the other hand, the function blocks of 
other tasks, ch1, ch2, and ch3, can be executed 
concurrently while ME0 is executed on HW_ME. To 
build the queuing model as depicted in Fig. 2, the 
function blocks being concurrently executed on ARM0, 
ARM1, and HW_DCT with ME0 should be selected. As 
shown in Fig. 5, only ch1 can be simultaneously 
executable with ME0 in ARM0 since ME0 of the task 

ch0 is executed in HW_ME. However it can not be 
statically determined which function block of ch1 is 
concurrently executable with ME0. Moreover, even in 
the case of ARM1, two tasks ch2 and ch3 are available. 
If we enumerate the queuing models for all possible 
combinations on concurrency of the function blocks just 
with ME0, 5×









1
2 ×5×3 or 150 queuing models should 

be investigated, which is impractical for the fast design 
space exploration. This difficulty can be solved by an 
approximated approach. As explained in the previous 
section, the required parameters for constructing the 
queuing model are bus request rate and average bus 
access time. In order to model how a task affects another 
task approximately, we consider a virtual function block 
VFBτ,pe for the task τ on the processing element pe with 
the approximated bus request rate ar(VFBτ,pe) and the 
bus access time ba(VFBτ,pe) while ME0 is executed. 
Thus, ar(VFBch1,ARM0) and ba(VFBch1,ARM0) of 
VFBch1,ARM0 can be obtained as follows respectively: 
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where fbch1,ARM0∈{the function blocks of ch1 mapped to 
ARM0} and sl(ch1) is the schedule length of the task 
ch1. For conservative estimation, we assume the 
followings: First, in the case of ARM1 where two virtual 
function blocks, VFBch2,ARM1 and VFBch3,ARM1, are 
considered, the virtual function block with higher bus 
request rate is selected. Second, the schedule length of 
all virtual function blocks is assumed to be infinite to 
make them affect ME0 throughout the entire execution 
of ME0. The construction of the virtual function blocks 
associated with ch0 is required on every completion of 
the function blocks being estimated in ch0. 

In general, we define two terms T(fb) and P(fb), 
which are the task that has the function block fb and the 
processing element executing the function block fb 
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respectively. If two function blocks fb and fb* are to be 
executed concurrently according to the static task 
schedule, we denote it by fb//fb*. Suppose that the 
function block fb* is executed on  the processing 
element pe*, i.e. P(fb*)=pe*. In order to build the 
queuing system of Fig. 2, ψfb*,pe is defined as the virtual 
function block of the processing element pe, which is 
seen being executed concurrently with the function 
block fb*. Therefore, the bus request rate ar(ψfb*,pe) of 
ψfb*,pe becomes 
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where fbi ∈ { fb | T(fb)=τ, fb//fb*, P(fb)=pe, pe≠pe* } 
and τ*=T(fb*). If the task τ is selected to build the 
virtual function block of pe by (3), the average bus 
access time ba(ψfb*,pe) of the virtual function block 
ψfb*,pe with no wait for bus grant is 
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where fbi ∈ { fb | T(fb)=τ, P(fb)=pe, pe≠pe*}. With 
those parameters of each processing except the 
processing element pe* using (3) and (4), the queuing 
system of pe* and others can be constructed to get the 
average wait for bus grant of the function block fb*. 

Note that we can not consider the preemption of a 
task by others, which occurs usually in the real-time 
scheduling using the fixed or dynamic priorities 
assigned to tasks  [10] [11]. This is because that the 
proposed technique is focused on the case when tasks 
are put in execution. If we extract the maximum 
execution time of tasks as constraints through well-
known real-time schedulability analysis techniques 
 [10] [11], the execution time of tasks can be translated 
into bus access time in terms of clock cycles for each 
processing element. Then, the proposed technique is 
used for finding out the bus architecture that satisfies all 
constraints of processing elements. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we validate our proposed estimation 
technique with the DVR example. The experiments are 
about the comparison of execution time in terms of 
average bus access time using both our proposed 
technique and a trace-driven simulation. To perform the 
trace-driven simulation, we use in-house simulator that 
adopts a simple bus protocol, where the advanced features 
such as address/data bus pipelining, split-transaction, 
multiple-outstanding masters, and so on are not modeled. 
The trace-driven simulator schedules tasks using the rate-
monotonic scheduling with fixed priorities  [10]. However 
no overheads that occur on scheduling tasks are 
considered in the simulator. All of experiments were 
conducted on Xeon 2.8GHz workstation running Linux. 

Table 1 represents the results of exploration for DVR. 
The exploration is maintained until no more performance 
gain is obtained. In Table 1, the second column ‘number 
of arch’ shows the number of generated architecture 
candidates according to the associated number of buses 
during the exploration. The number of processing 
elements becomes the maximum number of buses that an 
architectures candidate can have. The second row from 
the bottom is the average elapse of estimating an 
architecture candidate in the first exploration step. It takes 
no less than one second, which tells us the effectiveness 
of the proposed technique. In the third column ‘Execution 
time’, the best performance according to the number of 
buses using the trace-driven simulation is recorded in 
terms of bus clock cycles. Performance gain is no longer 
obtained with more than 3 buses, where the overhead of 
crossing bus bridges tends to exceed the benefit of 
scattering bus traffic by splitting a bus. 

 
Table 1. The results of exploration for 4-ch DVR. 

Number of buses Number of arch Execution time
1 1 24869021 
2 2208 22297455 
3 1072 22502381 
4 512 22486609 

Total 3793 
Estimation/arch in 1st step 

(sec) 
0.83 

CPU time (sec) 3918 
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Fig. 6. The estimated bus access time compared with those by  
simulation for each processing element in DVR. 

 
Fig. 6 shows the average bus access time of unit data 

from each processing element on DVR by both proposed 
static estimation and trace-driven simulation according 
to the number of buses. The estimation error compared 

with the trace-driven simulation is about 28% in the 
worst case. Although it appears to be large, the ratio of 
bus access time over the entire execution does not 
exceed 30%. Thus the amount how much the error 
affects on the entire execution is less than 10 %. 
Furthermore, average estimation error is just about 6 %. 
Through the experiments, we verify that the proposed 
estimation technique can be used successfully for 
exploration of multitask applications. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we proposed the static performance 
estimation technique of on-chip bus architectures for 
multitask applications. The proposed technique is based 
on the queuing model of processing elements associated 
with a set of function blocks that can be executed 
concurrently. To construct a set of function blocks 
considering concurrency between tasks, a virtual 
function block corresponding to a task in each 
processing element is introduced with approximated 
parameters for the queuing analysis. Experimental 
results show that the proposed technique is acceptable 
for the fast design space exploration of communication 
architecture with reasonable estimation error. 
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